
How to  Make an  Amazing Adventure 
Box  and  an  Adventure  Central

Step 1: Ask your grown-up to help you find some supplies, such as:

• markers, pens, or colored pencils
• sticky notes or a little notebook
• glitter glue, stickers, or other things you can decorate with
• a plain pencil case or box you can decorate for your Amazing Adventure Box
• a posterboard or bulletin board for your Adventure Central

Step  2 :  To make your Amazing Adventure Box, decorate a pencil case or a box using supplies 
like markers, glitter glue, or stickers. It doesn’t have to look like Abigail’s—make it however 
you like best!

Step  3 :  Fill your Amazing Adventure Box with things you can draw or write with, and paper 
or sticky notes you can write on.

Step  4 :  When you want to come up with an adventure, open up your Amazing Adventure Box 
and start writing, doodling and creating! For example, you can play tic-tac-toe anywhere, or 
make a story, or play a game like Abigail and Flora did in the cafeteria. There are instructions 
for that game online at abigailseries.com.

Step  5 :  To make your Adventure Central, decorate just the edges of a posterboard or a 
bulletin board with paper, markers, stickers, or whatever you like. Just leave lots of space in 
the middle for future projects!

Step  6 :  Once the edges of your Adventure Central are decorated, ask your grown-up if you 
can hang it up or keep it somewhere special in your house.

Step  7 :  When you create an adventure using your Amazing 
Adventure Box, if it’s one you really like, stick it on your Adventure 
Central board. You can add photos too, and anything else you like. 
You can always look at your Adventure Central when you need 
ideas or fun memories!

When you’re all finished making your Amazing Adventure 
Box or Adventure Central, ask your grown-up to send a 
picture to the author at abigailseries.com. Your picture 
might make it onto an online Adventure Central!
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